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1. Introduction and statement of result.

Let Rn be the n-dimensional Euclidean space (niΞ>2), and set

Rn={x = (x'f X J E Γ ^ X F ; xn>0}.

For ξtΞdRl, γ^l and α>0, define

Tγ(ξ, a)={(x', *„)(=/??; |(*', G)-ζ\<axψ).

Recently Cruzeiro [2] proved the existence of lim u(x) as x-*ξ, x<^Tr(ξ, a), for

a harmonic function u with gradient in Ln{RX). In this note we are concerned

with polyharmonic functions in R+, and our purpose is to give a generalization

of her result to the polyharmonic case.

For a nonnegative integer m, denote by Δm the Laplace operator iterated m

times; in particular, Δ° denotes the identity operator. A function weC°°(7??) is

said to be polyharmonic of order m in R+ if

Amu = 0 on Rΐ.

For u^Cm{Rl) and x = (xu ••• , xn)^R+, define

!VTOM(JC)| = { Σ \Dλu(x)\2}^,
1 λ \ = m

where λ=(λu •••, λn) denotes a multi-index with length \λ\=λ1+•--\-λn and

THEOREM. Let m be a positive integer and u be a function which is poly-

harmonic of order m + 1 in R+ and satisfies

( 1 ) ί \lmu{x)\vxldx<oo 7 pyl, a<mp-l,

for any bounded open set G in R%. Suppose (a+ϊ)/p is not a positive integer.
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( i ) // n—mp+ayO, then for each γ>l there exists a set ErddRi such that
Hr(n-mp+a)(Er) = 0 and

(2) lim u{x)
x-*ξ,x&Tγ(ξ,a)

exists and is finite for any α>0 and any ξ^dR+—Er.
(ii) // n—mp+a=0, then there exists a set EddRl such that Bn/P,P(E)~O

and (2) exists and is finite for any α>0, any γ>l and any ξ^dR^—E.
(iii) // n—mp+a<0, then lim u(x) exists and ts finite for any ξ^dR'l.

x^ξ,x<=RΊ

Here Hi denotes the /-dimensional Hausdorff measure, and BLιP the Bessel
capacity of index (/, p) (see Meyers [4]). Note the following results (cf. [4]):

(a) If Hn-άEXoo, then Bιlp,p(E)=Q for any p>l;
(b) If BUp,p(E)=0 for some p>l, then Hr(E)=0 for any V>n-L
In the case where (a+l)/p is a positive integer, we have the next theorem,.

THEOREM''. Let u be a function which is poly harmonic of order m+1 in R+
and satisfies (1) for any bounded open set G in R+, where p>l and (a+ϊ)/p is a
positive integer smaller than m.

( i ) If n—mp+a>0, then for each γ>l there exists a set Er(ZdR+ such
that Er has Hausdorff dimension at most γ(n—mp+a) and (2) exists and is finite
for any α>0 and any ξ^dR+—Eγ.

(ii) // n—mp+a=0, then there exists a set EczdRΐ such that E has Haus-
dorff dimension 0 and (2) exists and is finite for any α>0, any γ>l and any
ξtΞdRl-E.

(iii) // n—mp-\-oc<Oy then lim u{x) exists and is finite for any ζ^dR+,.
x-*ζ,x<ΞRl

If lim u(x) exists and is finite for any α>0, then u is said to have
ar-S, sGZVS, α)

a nontangential limit at ξ. If u is a function which is polyharmonic of order
772+1 in Rΐ and satisfies (1) with p>\ and a<mp—\ for any bounded open set
G in i??, then u has a nontangential limit at any ξ<=dR+ except for those in a
set E with Bm-a/P}P(E)—0; this result is best possible as to the size of the
exceptional set in the following sense: If EddRΐ, Bm-a/p>p(E)=0 and — K α
<mp—l, then we can find a harmonic function u in R% which satisfies (1) with
G = Rl such that lim u(x)=oo for any ξ^E (see [8; Theorems 1 and 2]).

x->ξ,χζΞR™

Thus (ii) of the theorem gives an improvement of [8 Theorem 1], and also the
best possible result as to the size of the exceptional set.

2. Lemmas.

First we prepare several properties of polyharmonic functions. Let B(x, r)
denote the open ball with center at x and radius r. For EcRn, denote the
closure of E by E.
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LEMMA 1. Let u be a function which is poly harmonic of order m+1 in R!}.
Then there exist constants c% independent of u such that

S
d

S
dB(x,r)whenever B(x, r)C.R+.

Proof. By a result in [9; p. 189], there exist harmonic functions vt in
B(x, r') such that

T,\y-x\2τ-ίv,{y) on B(x,r'),
ι = l

where S(x, r')aRΐ. Then we note that Aιu(x) = c/

ivί(x)) so that

S m m

Au(y)dS(y)= Σ cΐru-2Vi(x)= Σ Cir2ι~2Aι

3B(x,r) ι = l ι = l

for r with 0 < r < r / . The constants c[, c" and cz depend only on i and the
dimension n.

LEMMA 2. Let u be a function which is poly harmonic of order m+1 in R+,

and let B(x} r)dR+. Then for each nonnegative integer i, i^m, there exist con-
stants a\l) independent of u, x and r such that

(3) Aιu(x)^r~n-21 Σ αM (y-x)λDλu(y)dy.
0 < l j | l έ m JB(x,r)

Proof. In view of [3 (15)],

with constants ak. We introduce a differential operator

Letting 1 denote the identity operator, we note that

vkAι=Aι{v-2iI)\
so that

l ( vkAιu{y)dS{y)p Δ u ( x ) Σ * (
k=0 JdBix.p)

= Έaλ AKv~2iI)ku(y)dS(y).
k = 0 JdBix p)

Integrating both sides with respect to p over the interval (0, r), we obtain
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Aιu(x)=r-n Σ a'λ A\v-2il)ku{y)dy
fe=-0 JBCx.r)

=r n~Ί Σ a'λ vAι-\v-2iI)ku(y)dS(y)
k = 0 JdB(x,r)

fe=0 jdB(x,r)

Repeating this process, we finally obtain

Aιu(x)=r-n-2z Σ an v{v-2I) '{v-2{ι-l)I)(v-2iI)ku{y)dy ,
k = 0 jB(x,r)

which is of the form (3).

The following fact can be proved easily (cf. [6; Lemma 5]).

LEMMA 3. Let u be a junction in Cι(K%) such that

for any bounded open set G in R+. Then

for any bounded open set G in Rΐ, where β = a—p if ayp — 1 and /3> —1 ?f
a=p-l.

By [6 Lemma 4] we have

LEMMA 4. Let k be a positive integer, p>l and β<p — l. Let u be a func-
tion in Ck(Rΐ) such that

[ \
JG

for any bounded open set G in 7?ΐ. // we set

then Bk-.βίp,p(A)=0.

LEMMA 5. Let f be a nonnegative measurable function on R+ such that

\ f(y)dy<co for any bounded open set G in R+, and define

t

B(ξ,
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where 1^>Q and γ^L Then Hrι(Bδ)=0 for any δ>Q; in case /=0, this implies
that Bδ is empty.

Proof. Suppose Hri(B§)>0. Then by [ 1 ; Theorems 1 and 3 in §11] we
can find a nonnegative measure μ with compact support in dRΐ such that
μ(Bδ)>0 and

μ{B{x, r))t^rγί for any x and r.

Then ^{W-y'\*r+ylYa+δ)l^μ(ξ)^coτisX..ynδ for y&Rl. Hence

. \ f(y)dy <co ,
JG

^const

which is a contradiction. Here G = U
fGsupp //

L E M M A 6. Let k be a positive integer, p>l and β<ρ—l. Let K be a Borel
measurable function on Rn such that \lLK{x)\^\x\k-l~a on Rn-{0} for / = 0 , 1,
•••, k — l, and define

for a nonnegative measurable function f on Rn such that \\ x — y\k~nf(y)dy^

and \ f(y)p\yn\
βdy<^ for any bounded open set GcRn. Set

J G

Eι r = \ξ(ΞdRl; lim sup f \VLu(y)\pyL

n

p-ndy>Q for some a>θ\
I x-*ξ,x&Tγ{ξ,a)JB(x,xn/2) J

for γ^l and 1=1, •-, k-l. Then Hnn.kp+β)(Eι,Ί)=0 if n-kp + β>0, and EliT

is empty if n—

Proof. Define

ΐ; lim suprr(kp-^n)[ f(y)p\yn\
βdy>θ\

ΠO JB(ξ,r) J

for γ^i. Then, in view of [7; Lemma 2], we see that // r ( 7 l-^p +^)(E r)=0 if
n-kp+β>Q and Er is empty if n-kp+β^O.

Let / be a positive integer such that Kk. Then for almost every x,

where
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\χ-y\t-ι-nf(y)dy, 0<c<l/3,

197

\
B{x,cxn)

\
B(ξ,2\X-ξ\)-B(.X, CXn)

x-y\k-ι-nf{y)dy,

Us(x)={ \x-y\k-ι-nf{y)dy.
jRn-B(ξ,2\x-ξ\)

We first note from Holder's inequality that

limr*-nf f(y)dy=Q
riO JB(.ξ,r)

if ξ^dRl-Eι and hence if ξ^dRl-E,. Setting ε(zθ= sup rk'n[ f(y)dy for
0<rζη JB(ξ,r)

η>0, we have

^ )\

Consequently, lim sup\ Us{x)pxι

n

p~ndxSconst. e(η)p. This implies that

[
lim \ LJ 3\X) X71 d x z=z\j „

By Holder's inequality,

. xiί-l)/p'\[ \χ-y\k"ι'nf(y)pdy\UP

>
\jB(x,cxn) ' J

so that

B(z,zn/2)

x-y\ k'ι'ndx\dy

Therefore if n-kp+βX) and ξ^dRl-Ev then

lim f i/iU)pjc
2-f , z G Γ ^ C f , a)jB(z,zn/2)

if n-kp+β^O, then

lim f UάxYxtf-n
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Letting η=2\x—ξ\ and M=\ f(y)p\yn\
βdy, we have by [7; Lemma 5],

jB(ξ, rj)

χίk-Dp-β-nM i f (k__fip__β_n<Qf

[log(^x^1+2)]p"1M if (k—l)p—β—n=0,

If z^Tr(ξ, a)Γ\B{ξ, 1) and X<ΞB(Z, zn/2), then there exists α '>0 such that
n

r(f, α') Hence we obtain

if (k-l)p-β-n<0,

ΛM if (k—l)p—β—n=Of

if (k-l)p-β-n>0,

U2(x)pxl

n

p~ndx^const.
Bίz,zn/2)

which tends to zero as *->£, z^Tr(ξ, a), if kp—β—n<0 and f ^ £ r , and as
z->? if kp—β-n^O. Thus we proved that Eι,rC.Eγ if n—kp+βX) and £*, r

is empty if n—kp+β^O. The proof is now complete.

COROLLARY. L ί̂ &, ̂  and β be as in the lemma. Let u be a function in

Ck{Rΐ) such that \ \1ku(x)\pxξdx<oD for any bounded open set G in R%, and
jG

define Eί>r as in the lemma. Then Hr(n-kp+β)(Eιtϊ)=0 if n—kp-\-β>0 and Eϊ>Ί

is empty if n—k

Proof. Let q=p if β^O and Kς<p/(β + l) if β>0. By Holder's inequality
we have

for any bounded open set G in i??. By Theorem 5 and its proof in [10; Chap.
VI], we can find a function v^Lfoc(Rn) such that v—u a.e. on i?J,

r

and

for any bounded open set G in i?71, where the derivatives are taken in the sense
of distributions.

We shall show that Hγίn-kp+β)(Eι>γr\B(0, r))=0 if n-kp+β>0 and Eι,rΓ\
B(0, r) is empty if n—kp+β£0 for any r>0. Let r > 0 be fixed, and take a
function φ^C^{Rn) such that 0 = 1 on 5(0, 2r). Set w = φv. Then by [5 Theo-
rem 4.1],

w(x)= Σ <

Since w is considered to be continuously k times differentiate on Rΐ, the right
hand side is also continuously k times differentiate on R+ and the equality is
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considered to hold at every point of R%. Further,

j B ( 0 , r )

Thus the proof of Lemma 6 shows that Hΐin- kp+β)(EιιrΓ\B(Ot r))=0 if n—kp+β
>0 and Eι>rΓ\B(0, r) is empty if n—kp+β^O. By noting the arbitrariness of
r, we conclude the proof.

3. Proof of the theorem.

Let u be as in the theorem. If a<p — l, we let k — 1, and if a^Lp — l, then
we let k be a positive integer such that (k—l)p—Ka<kp—l. Define β — a—
(k — 1)p. Then β<p — l, and, in view of Lemma 3,

for any bounded open set G in Rΐ and /=0, 1, •••, k — 1.
Let q=p if /3^0 and l<0</>/(β + l) if /3>0. By Holder's mequality we

have
r

for any bounded open set G in R+. As in the proof of the corollary to Lemma
6, we can find a function v^L%c(Rn) such that v=u a. e. on /??,

and

JG

for any bounded open set G in 7?n.
Define

?5; f ie-3;| 1 I ι-*+ 1- f t |7T O-*+ ]i;(3/)|ί/3'= 0 0) ,

?ΐ; lim sup f \lιu{y)\pyL

rΓ"ndy>0 for some fi>θl ,

\\msupr-λ \!r*-k+My)\p\ y n\
 βdy>θ\ for η>0,

r^O JB(ξ,r) J

F0={ee3/?ϊ; lim sup (log r'ψA \Ί m-k+My)\"\y,λβdy>ί)\
I r j , θ JB(ξ,r) J

and

yiEι>rJUFrίn-mp+a) for n -
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We shall show below that lim u(x) exists and is finite for any £edR+ —Er
x-ξ,x<ΞTγ(ξ,a)

and any α > 0 ; in case n—mp+a<0, our proof below shows that u(x) has a
finite limit as x->ξ, x^Rΐ, for any ξedRΐ.

By Lemma 4, Bm-a/PtP(A)=Q. In view of Lemma 5,

+ l ••• , m,

for any α>0 and any ξ^dR+ except for a set Br such that Hϊ(n.-mp+a)(Bγ)=0
if n - m J + α > 0 and 5 r is empty if n— mp+a^0, so that

Hr(n-mP+a)(Eιir)=0 if n — 7 7 2 / ? + « : ^ O a n d l—m — k + 1, •••, m .

The corollary to Lemma 6 implies that Hγ(n-mp+a)(Eιιr)=0 if n—mp+a>0 and
/=1, •••, 77t—&, and EUy is empty if n—mp+a^0 and /=1, •••, m—^. Thus,
with the aid of [7; Lemmas 2 and 3], we see that Hnn-mp+a)(Eγ)=0 if
?z— mp+a>0, and Bnfp,p(Eoo) = 0 if n - m / ) + α = 0 , where EOOΞΞ \J E r = ^ w F 0 .

Let ζtΞdRΐ—Ey, and take a function φ^C^(Rn) such that 0 = 1 on B(ξ, 2).
Write m—&+l=2s+s*, where s and s* are nonnegative integers such that
0^s*^ l . Setting w—φv, we have the following integral representation (cf. [5;
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2]):

K2s(x-y)Asw{y)dy if s*=C

dK2s+2 .
w)=

n Γ ή K. . _ / ri \

if s * = l ,

n Γ

Σ
J=ίJ dx3

holds for almost every x^R71, where K2ι(x)=Cι\ x\2l~n if 2/<n or n is odd,
and K2ι(x)=Cι\x\2l'nlog\x\ if 2ί^n and n is even the constants Ct are chosen
so that U{x',ψ)—ψ for any ψ^C™(Rn). Since w is infinitely differentiable on
R+, U{x w) is continuous on R+ and if{x)—U{x if) holds for any x^R+.

We shall prove the theorem only in the case s * = l ; the case s*=0 can be
proved similarly. Write U(x w) = U1(x)+U2(x)+Us(x), where

x)= Σ (

Since ξ&A by our assumption, \\x7iK2s+2(ξ—y)\\r72s+1w(y)\dy<ooJ so that

Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem implies that lim UB(x) exists and is
finite as x-+ξ, X E ] ? ; .
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Define W(x)A \^2S+My)\p\yn\
βdy. As in [7 Lemma 5], we have

JB(ξ,2\X-ξ\)

if n — mp-\-a>0,

xn

x-ξ\mp-a-nl\og(\x-ξ\-1+2)y-1W(x) if n-mp+a<0.

Since w(x)=v(x) on B(ξ, 1), lim JJ2(x) = 0 for any α>0.
x->ξ,x<=T7(ξ,a)

Set ks(r)=K2s+2(x), where r = | x | . If n—mp + a~^§, then 2s + l = m —
First suppose 2 s + 2 ^ n . Then

UJ(x)=-±k9(xJ2)\ ~^-Asu(y)/^^{
7=i jdB(χ,χn/2) oyj \y — x\

A K2s+2(x-y)As+1u(y)dy
}B(X,Xnl2 )

= -\ {ks(xnm-K2s+2(x-y)}As+

JB{X,Xnl2)

= -\*n'\ks(xJ2)-ks(r)}\\ As+1u(y)dS(y)\dr
JO iJdB(x,r) J

m-s Γxv/2

= --ΣcιA*+su(x)\ {k,(xn/2)-k,(r)}r»-'+It-tdr
1 = 1 JO

771-5

1 = 1

=^Xnn Σ cλ[ ( y -
o<\λ\ύm JB(.x,xrι/2)

by Lemmas 1 and 2, where x^B{ξ, 1)Γ\R+, so that u(x)=w(x) there. Hence it
follows from Holder's inequality that

B(X, X ft/2)

m

which tends to zero as x-*ζ, χ(=Tr(ξ, a), since ξ<£ \J Ett7. Thus the proof of

the theorem is complete.

4. Further results and remarks.

Let D be a special Lipschitz domain as defined in Stein [10; Chap. VI].
Then similar results can be shown to hold for u which is polyharmonic of order
m+1 in D and satisfies
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\Vmu(x)\vd(x)adx<oo , p>l, a<mp-l,
) D

if we replace T7{ξ, a) by the set {X<Ξ.D; \x—ξ\<ad(x)ι/r\* Here d(x) denotes

the distance from x to the boundary 3D.

Finally we give an open problem: If u is a function which is polyharmonic

of order ra+1 in Rl and satisfies (1) with p>l and a—mp—\ for any bounded

open set G in R^, then does there exist a set E such that Hn-.1(E)=0 and u

has a nontangential limit at any ξ^dR+—E? By a well known result [10;

Theorem 4 in Chap. VII], this is true for a harmonic function u in R\ satisfy-

ing (1) with \<p^2 and a—p —1 for any bounded open set G in i??. In view

of the proofs of [8 Theorem 1] and our theorem, we have the following result:

If u is a function which is polyharmonic of order ra+1 in R% and satisfies (1)

with p>l and a—mp—l for any bounded open set G in /??, then there exists

a set EddRΐ such that Hn-1(E)=0 and

C(f; M, /*)=C(£; u, T1(ξ, a))

for any α>0 and any ξ^dRί-E, where C(f M, F)= Γ\u(Fr\B(ξ, r)) for a set

Fc/? ϊ and lξ={ζ+(0, - , 0, ί); ί>0}.
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